
Today we’ll have a hands-on lab to further familiarize you with text processing, so pairs of students should get a

laptop from the cart.  

Download to the Desktop and extract the files needed for the lab from:

http://www.cs.uni.edu/~fienup/cs1120s15/sessions/s36/lec36.zip

Part A.  

1.  In JES run the downloaded lec36/echoFile.py program which echos the file aTextFile.txt to the Interaction

area of JES.

import os
import os.path

""" Reads whole text file as single string and echos it to the 
    Interaction area of JES. """
    
def main():
  print "Select the Media Folder"
  setMediaFolder()
  selectedFolder = getMediaFolder()
  os.chdir(selectedFolder)
  textFile = open('aTextFile.txt', 'r')   # opens a file for reading
  wholeFileString = textFile.read()       # reads whole file as single string
  print wholeFileString
  textFile.close()                        # closes the file

main() # starts the program

a)  Using a file involves three steps:

� open the file for reading or writing - forms a connection between your program and the file on disk

� access (read or write) the file

� close the file - breaks the connection between your program and the file on disk (flushes file from memory to

disk if it was written)

Write on the above program where each step is performed.

b)  Compare the context of aTextFile.txt to the Interaction area version.  How did line spacing (three lines) get

preserved?

2.  In JES run the downloaded lec36/copyFile.py program which contains an error to halt the program.  

a)  The line immediately before the error was:  copyFile.write(wholeFileString) which should have written a

copy of the original file to the copyFile.txt file.  In the lec36 folder, what is the size of the created copyFile.txt

file?

b)  Move the line causing the error to the end of the main function and rerun the program.  What does the

copyFile.txt file contain now?

c)  Explain the observed results.

Raise your hand and explain your answers.
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Part B.  

1.  In JES, open and run the downloaded lec36/countVowels.py partial program.  Complete the if-statement so

that it counts each of the vowels instead of just the a’s.  

2.  In JES, open and run the downloaded lec36/countVowelsOnEachLine.py partial program.  

a)  Complete the if-statement so that it counts each of the vowels instead of just the a’s.

b)  What is the role of the “outer” for-loop?

c)  What is the role of the “inner” for-loop?

3.  In JES, open and run the downloaded lec36/countLetters.py program which processes aTextFile.txt

    to produce the resulting letterCountsList:  

[3, 0, 1, 0, 6, 1, 1, 2, 6, 0, 0, 3, 1, 4, 1, 1, 0, 1, 4, 5, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0]

 

a)  From the letterCountsList how many 'e's are in the file?

b)  Add code to the lec36/countLetters.py program to output the number of each type of letters.  For example,

'a' count is 3

'b' count is 0

'c' count is 1

...

'z' count is 0

After you complete Part B, raise your hand, demonstrate your program, and explain your answers.
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This is a sample
text file. Containing
three lines!


